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51. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
LET p be a prime, let Zp be the ring of p-adic integers and let Qp be the field of p-adic 
numbers. For a ring R, we denote the group of units of R by R*. 
In [9], Wall, motivated by his work on periodic resolutions, conjectured the following 
result which we prove in this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let r be a finite group and let x+,T* have the property that the reduced 
norm of x at each non-trivial irreducible representation of r is 1, then the reduced norm of 
x at the trivial representation is congruent to 1 mod lr&,. 
It is particularly striking that the proof of this result goes through precisely the same 
steps as the proof of the fixed point theorem for group determinants (see [4]) and the proof 
of Friihlich’s conjecture (see [6]). Namely we first reduce to p-groups, next we apply the 
integral logarithm of [4], then we deal with any outstanding torsion, and finally we have 
to solve the always exceptional semi-dihedral case. 
52. REFORMULATION INTO DET LANGUAGE 
In order to facilitate the passage to virtual characters of r, we now express the theorem 
in terms of Frohlich’s Horn-language (see [l]). 
Let Rr, be the ring of virtual characters of I-. Throughout cr will always denote the 
identity character of r. Let tip: Rr+Rr be the pth Adams operation given by 
@‘x(r) = x(yP) for XER~, y& (for details see p. 86 of [3]). We write det: Rr+R,* for the 
homomorphism given by associating to the character of a representation the abelian 
character obtained by composing the representation with determinant. 
Let F be a number field which is normal over Q and which contains the ]rlth roots 
of unity, and let 13, denote the ring of integers of F. We put U, = (X))F Bz 2&,)*. For zE&,T*, 
we define a homomorphism Det (z): Rr -+U,. By Z-linearity it suffices to define Det (z)(x) 
for x a character of a representation T: T+Gl,(F). To do this we extend T to an algebra 
homomorphism T: Q,r+GL,(F a0 Cl,) and put 
Det (z)(x) = det (T(z)). 
We denote the group of such homomorphisms by Det (Zpr*). 
For x as given in the theorem, we put r = Det (X)(Q); then by linearity, we know that 
for XER, 
(2.1) Det (x)(x) = r@vcr). 
Here ( , ) is the standard inner product on R,-. 
53. REDUCTION TO p-GROUPS 
Following Proposition 6.1(i) of [8] we now reduce to the case where r is a p-group. 
Let A be a p-Sylow subgroup of I-, so that Irl& = lAIZp. As described in Appendix VIII 
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of [l], we have the restriction map 
Resr”: Det (Z,T*)+Det @,A*) 
where for z~i&,T*, BER, 
Resr* (Det (z))(e) = Det (z)(Ind,’ 6). 
Hence, by (2.1) for x as in the theorem 
Res,* (Det (x))(e) = r(inddre,6r) = r(B,rA). 
That is to say Resr* (Det (x)) satisfies the conditions of the theorem with A in place of 
r and r unchanged. Henceforth we always assume r to be a p-group. 
$4. NON-EXCEPTIONAL p-GROUPS 
We say that r is a dihedral 2-group of order 2”, n 2 2, if I- can be written 
(4.1) r = (~1, pl~r~“-’ =p= 1,/I@ =a-‘). 
We say that I- is a quaternion 2-group of order 2”, n 2 3, if r can be written 
(4.2) 
We say that I- is a semi-dihedral group of order 2”, n 2 4, if r can be written 
(4.3) 
We shall say r is exceptional if either, p # 2 and r is cyclic, or, if p = 2 and I- is either 
cyclic, dihedral, quaternion, or semi-dihedral. 
In this section we establish the theorem when r is non-exceptional. 
Let r be the Jacobson radical of i&I-, let Q be the set of conjugacy classes of r and 
let h$ be the free Z,-module on 6. In (1.10) of [4] I defined logarithmic homomorphism 
v: Det (1 + t)-pZ$. 
Since &,I* differs from 1 + r only by the p - 1st roots of unity in i$, v extends to a 
unique homomorphism 
(4.4) V: Det (ZJ*)+pZ,(T:. 
From (1.8) of [4], we know that for XERr, zd,r* 
(4.5) X(v(Det (z)) = log (Det (z)(Px - Vx)), 
Let p be the regular character of r and let x be as in the theorem then by the above 
and by (4.4) 
log Pet (x)@P - VP)) = p(v(Det (x)1) 
(4.6) p(v(Det (x)))~p(pZ,,C) =p”+‘Z,,. 
On the other hand by (2.1) 
(4.7) log (Det (~)(PP - $‘P)) = (PP - +“P, cr) log (r). 
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Clearly (pp, l r) = p(p, +) =p, and moreover, by definition 
THEOREM 2. If I- is non-exceptional, then p2) C,= , 1. 
Proof. If p # 2, this is KulakolPs theorem (see [9]). If p = 2, this is a result of 
Feit-Thompson-Alperin (see [2]). 
Thus by (4.6) (4.7) and Theorem 2 we deduce that 
log (r)Ep”Zp. 
This implies that r = ~(1 +p”s) for p a root of unity in Z, and xZ, (see, i.e. Lemma 1, 
p. 472 of 161). 
We now show p = 1. First we take p # 2. Then p is a p - 1st root of unity. Let x be 
any abelian character of T different from cr and let ‘p be the radical of p in QF. Then 
x(y) = c(y)mod Cp, for all YET, and so Det (x)(x) E Det (x)(cr) mod ‘$3, hence 
1 E r mod ‘$, and therefore p = 1, since thep - 1st roots of unity are distinguished mod ‘$3. 
Now we suppose p = 2, so that p = + 1. We suppose for contradiction that p = - 1. 
We let y = x(1 + s C,,, y)-I. Then yG?,T* and 
(4.8) Det (J)(X) = (- l)h+cr). 
In particular Det OJ) is torsion and so by Theorem 4.1 of [7], we know 
Det o/) = Det (&- y), for some yeI-. However, by evaluating on cr, we determine the sign, 
and we get Det Q) = Det (- y) for some yeI-. Since r is not cyclic, T’Ob is not cyclic, so 
we can find an abelian character of r, x say, so that x(y) = 1. Thus we get 
Det oI)(x) = Det (-Y)(X) = x(--y) = - I 
and this contradicts (4.5). 
Remark. Note that the above logarithmic manipulation is essentially that of $4 of [6]. 
95. EXCEPTIONAL p-GROUPS 
In order to deal with the case when I- is cyclic, we prove the result in the case when 
T is abelian. The proof we give is Wall’s 
PROPOSITION 1. The theorem holds when r is abelian. 
Proof. Since x - 1 is zero at all components of Q,r save the identity, we know 
(X - I)d,(L,, 7); thus +(x)~l + ]I& as required. 
Next we deal with the exceptional 2-groups. See Proposition 6.l(iii) of [8] for an 
alternative treatment of the dihedral and quaternion cases. Our proof consists essentially 
of doing the semi-dihedral case and then showing that this “contains” the other two cases. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let JTJ = 2”, let E be the field obtained by actjoining the 2” - ‘st roots of 
unit)* to Q. As usual TrEIOZ denotes the trace from E to Q,. 
(a) Let r be semi-dihedral (as given by (4.3)). For any abelian character 8 of (a) we 
write 8* for the character induced on r by 8. Let x be a faithful abelian character of (a), 
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and let Q be the group of non-faithful abelian characters of (a). Then for each ZEZJ* we 
hate the congruence mod 4Z2. 
(5.1) TrEoz Det (2)(x *)) - Det(z)(det (x *)) = 2’-” c Det (z)(# *) - Det (z)(det (t *)) 
mc0 (a> 
(b) Let r be dihedral (as given by (4.1)). For any abelian character 0 of(r), we write 
8* for the character induced on r by 0. Let x be a faithful abelian character of (2) and 
let @ be the group of non-faithful abelian characters of (9). Then for each zGZJ* we have 
the congruence mod 42:. 
(5.2) 
2’-“Tr,,,JDet (z)(x *)) - Det (z)(det (I*)) = 22-” c Det (z)($ *) - Det (z)(det (E *)). 
‘++a, (1) 
(c) Let r be quaternion (as given in (4.2)). For any abelian character 0 of ([), we write 
l3* for the character induced on r by 0. Let x be a faithful abelian character of (0, and 
let 0 be the group of non-faithful abelian characters of (< ). Then for each zCZJ*. 
(5.3) 2’-“Tr,,,JDet (z)(x *)) - Det (Z)(Q) 5 22-” c Det (z)($ *) - Det (z)(det E *)). 
@@ (5) 
Before proving this result we show that it implies the theorem. 
First suppose r is semi-dihedral. Then putting z = x and using (2.1), we get that the 
top row of (5.1) is zero and the bottom row is 22-“(2”-’ - 1 + r) - 1. Thus we see 
(ye2- 1 +r)=2”-’ mod2”Z2 
= rz 1 mod 27,. 
Next we take T to be dihedral and again put z = X. Then. as previous, the top row of (5.2) 
is zero and the bottom row is 2’-“(2”-‘- 1 + r) - 1, and so again the result follows. 
Now we take T quaternion and put z = x. Then the top row of (5.3) is 1 - r, whereas 
the bottom row is 2’-“(2”-’ - 1 + r) - 1. Thus we obtain the congruence: 
(1 -r)(l +2’-7-O mod42, 
a(1 -r)(2’-‘+ l)=O mod2”Z2 
* r E 1 mod 2’7,. 
Proof of Proposition 2. First observe that the dihedral group of order 2”-’ can be 
written as a subgroup of the semi-dihedral group of order 2”. by putting r = a’, p = r (with 
the notation of (4.1) and (4.3)). The congruence (5.1) then follows from (5.3) by restriction. 
Likewise, the quaternion group of order 2”-’ can be written as a subgroup of the 
semi-dihedral group of order 2” by putting 5 = g2, q = cr. Again congruence (5.2) then 
follows from (5.3) by restriction. 
So now we must prove (5.1). We remark that this is essentially Theorem 4 IVb in [5]. 
Let 2 = 2 + PS; i,, p~.Z?(cr). Now for an abelian character 8 of (a) 
Det (=)((I*) = Det (i.)(O*) - Det (p)(e*) 
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and 
Det (z)(det (8*)) = det (e*)(z) 
= det (e*)(A) - det (O*)(P). 
So, by linearity, we are reduced to the case z = Cf’- ’ q where a,~iZ,. In the sequel we shall 
always assume z to be of this form. 
We will show that 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
2’-“Tr,,,,(Det (z)) = c a,Z( - 1)’ - 1 ( - 1)‘2a,a,, 
I Ei(2” - 2) 
Before proving these two statements, we show that they give (5.1). Now det (~,+)(a) = - 1 
and det (6 *)(a) = 1, so that 
(0) 
(5.6) Det (z)(det (x*)) = 1 ai( - l)i, 
(5.7) Det (z)(det (6 *)) = c ui. 
(a) 
Congruence (5.1) then follows from (5.4)-(5.7) together with the congruences 
mod 42, (a,’ - a,)( - l)i E (a; - ai) - 2u,a, E 2uiuj. 
For any abelian character 8 of (IT) we know 
(5.8) Det (z)(e*) = e(z.r.z.T.) = e 1 u,u,~+~(-~+~‘-~) 
hi > 
(5.4) now follows on observing that 
2’-“7-%&W)) = X(d 
if 2ne21i 
o otherwise. 
On the other hand (5.5) follows from (5.8) and the standard orthogonality relation 
22-” 1 4(ol) = 1 if 2”-*1t 
4-Q 0 otherwise. 
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